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NOTE

the LDS church has a fascinating and colorful history about which
writers and artists have produced reams of material general histories
biographies articles debates great mission conversions as well as
historically based fiction in plays pictures stories books dance and

J

poetry

none of these can be
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created out of imagination alone

history has

to be lived or learned before it can inspire any accounting
the purpose of MPHS is to help us learn our own unique pacific area
very little has ever been published
very little is
church history
even known
what of napela
addison pratt joseph dean samuel
ney
woo
woolley
hey the fernandez family we can ask ourselves what we know of
early mission days in our islands and of the people who did the
local gospel pioneering in tonga samoa the cooks new zealand
nd all the rest
each had something inspiring
tahiti fiji micronesia and
and different to tell us
if you ever attended one of the grand church
earlyy days have you ever written down your
conferences in lale
la ie in earl
laie
recollections in detail have you described a day in the old laie
MI A competitions
missionary school
the MIA
we hope you will let us know when you have
we hope you will
if
you need help we will try to give it
the mormon pacific historical society
wants to gather and publish our own pacific church history
nothing more
and nothing

less
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